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In this paper we study weighted integrability of the sum of double cosine series.
wThe results obtained extend a theorem of Moricz Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 109Â
 . x p1990 417]425 on L -integrability of double cosine series and two theorems of
w  . x pAskey and Wainger Duke Math. J. 33 1966 223]228 on weighted L -norms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the double cosine series
` `
l l a cos mx cos ny 1.1 .  m n m n
ms0 ns0
w x w xon the positive quadrant 0, p = 0, p of the two-dimensional torus,
1where l s and l s 1 for j G 1. Let the real coefficients a be such0 j m n2
that
a G 0, D a G 0, D a G 0, D a G 0, 1.2 .m n 10 m n 01 m n 11 m n
where
D a s a y a ,10 m n m n mq1, n
D a s a y a ,01 m n m n m , nq1
D a s a y a y a q a , m , n G 0.11 m n m n mq1, n m , nq1 mq1, nq1
 .  4The second and third inequalities in 1.2 show that a , as a sequence, ism n
monotonically decreasing in both m and n. We observe further that if
 4a is a null sequence, that is,m n
a ª 0 as m q n ª `, 1.3 .m n
 .then the first three inequalities in 1.2 follow from the fourth one.
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 .We shall assume that a s a s a s 0 m, n G 1 . Let p - `. We00 m0 0 n
 .  .  . .a  . bsay that f x, y g L p, a , b if and only if f x, y sin x sin y belongs
p 2 .  . a b p 2 . w xto L T , or equivalently f x, y x y g L T , where T s 0, p . Ifq q q
 .  .f g L p, a , b , we define L p, a , b -norm of f as
1rp
p p p a p b p5 5f s f x , y sin x sin y dx dy .  .  .p , a , b H H 5
0 0
w xRecently, Moricz 5 proved the following theorem, which is an extensionÂ
w xof the result of Hardy and Littlewood 3 from one-dimensional to two-di-
mensional series.
 .  .THEOREM A. If conditions 1.2 and 1.3 are satisfied and the sum f of
 . pthe series 1.1 belongs to L , p ) 1, then
1rp` `
py2 p 5 5mn a F C f , .  pm n p 5
ms2 ns2
where C is a positi¨ e constant depending upon p.p
 . `Concerning integrability of Fourier series, f x s  a cos nx of onens1 n
w xvariable, Askey and Wainger 1 proved the following theorems:
 .THEOREM B. Let f g L p, a with y1 - a p - p y 1, 1 F p - `. Let
a G 0 and A s n a . Thenn n jsw n r2x j
`
py2ya p p 5 5n A F B f . p , an a , p
ns1
 4THEOREM C. Let 1 F p - ` and y1 - a p - p y 1. Suppose a is an
sequence of numbers such that a ª 0, n ª `, andn
1rpp` `
1ya . py2 < <n Da - `.  j 5
ns1 jsn
 . `  .Then f x ;  a cos nx is in L p, a andns1 n
p
` `
p 1ya . py25 5 < <f F B n Da . p , a a , p j /
ns1 jsn
The aim of this paper is to extend the above stated theorems.
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2. LEMMAS
We shall need the following lemmas for the proofs of our theorems:
 w x.LEMMA 1 Moricz 5 . If a G 0, p G 1, a ) 1, and b ) 1, thenÂ k l
p` ` m n1
a    k la b  /m nms1 ns1 ks1 ls1
p2 ` `p
p pya pybF a k l .  k l /a y 1 b y 1 .  . ks1 ls1
 w x.LEMMA 2 Torchinsky, cf. Moricz 5 . Let p G 1, a ) 1 y p, andÂ
b ) 1 y p, and let f be a nonnegati¨ e function of x and y defined for x, y ) 0
and
x y
F x , y s f u , ¨ du d¨ , x , y ) 0. .  .H H
0 0
ya yb  .4 p  .  .If x y f x, y is integrable o¨er 0, ` = 0, ` , then so is
p
F x , y . ya ybx y 5xy
and
1rpp
` ` F x , y . ya ybx y dx dyH H 5xy0 0
2 1rp
` `p p ya ybF f x , y x y dx dy . .H H 5p q a y 1 p q b y 1 .  . 0 0
 .The L p, a , b version of Lemma 2 is the following:
 .  .LEMMA 3. Let f x, y g L p, a , b with p G 1, a p - p y 1, and b p -
p y 1, and let
x y1
F x , y s f u , ¨ du d¨ . .  .H Hxy 0 0
 .  .Then F x, y g L p, a , b and
5 5 5 5f F B a , b , p f , .p , a , b p , a , b
 .where B a , b , p is a constant depending upon a , b , and p.
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3. MAIN RESULTS
 .THEOREM 1. Let f g L p, a , b with y1 - a p, b p - p y 1, and 1 F
p - `. Suppose that the Fourier coefficients a of f are nonnegati¨ e andm n
m n
A s a . m n k l
w x w xks mr2 ls nr2
Then
` `




py2ya p y2yb p p 5 5m n A F B a , b , p f . .  p , a , bm n
ms1 ns1
THEOREM 2. Let 1 F p - `, y1 - a p, and b p - p y 1. Suppose that
 4a is a null sequence satisfying D a G 0, D a G 0, andm n 10 m n 01 m n
1rpp` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <m n D a - `.    11 k l 5 /
ms1 ns1 ksm lsn
 . ` `  .Then f x, y ;   a cos mx cos ny is in L p, a , b andms 1 ns1 m n
p` ` ` `
p 1ya . py2 1yb . py25 5f F B a , b , p m n D a . .    p , a , b 11 k l /
ms1 ns1 ksm lsn
From theorems 1 and 2, we deduce the following:
 4  .  .THEOREM 3. Let a be a double sequence satisfying 1.2 and 1.3 .m n
 .Let f be the sum of the series 1.1 . Assume that 1 F p - ` and y1 - a p,
 .b p - p y 1. Then f g L p, a , b if and only if
` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 pm n a - `.  m n
ms1 ns1
w xThe case p s 1 of Theorem 3 has been established by Chen 2 and
w xMarzuq 4 .
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4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. Let
x y




f x , y s f u , ¨ du d¨ . .  .H H2 1
0 0
Then
` `x y ajk
f x , y s sin ju sin k¨ du d¨ .  H H2 jk0 0 js1 ks1
` ` x yajks sin ju sin k¨ du d¨  H Hjk 0 0js1 ks1
` `
y2 y2s a 1 y cos jx 1 y cos ky j k .  .  jk
js1 ks1
m n
y2 y2G a 1 y cos jx 1 y cos ky j k .  .  jk
w x w xjs mr2 ks nr2
 .  .2 for any integers m and n. Since 1 y cos mx G B mx r2 for pr4 m q
.1 F x F pr4m, we have
f x , y G Bmy2 ny2A .2 m n
for some constant B. Thus
` `
y2ypa y2ypb pm n A  m n
ms1 ns1
` `




min f x , y . .2
 .  .pr4 mq1 FxFpr4 m ; pr4 nq1 FyFpr4 n
` `
pr4 m pr4 n a pyp b pypF B sin x sin y .  .  H H
 .  .pr4 mq1 pr4 nq1ms1 ns1
=
py1 y1x y f x , y dx dy . 42
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ppr4 pr4 a pyp b pyp y1 y1s B sin x sin y x y f x , y dx dy .  .  . 4H H 2
0 0
ppr4 pr4 a p b p y1 y1F B a , b , p sin x sin y x y f x , y dx dy .  .  .  . 4H H 1
0 0
pr4 pr4 pa p b pF B a , b , p sin x sin y f x , y dx dy , 4 .  .  .  .H H
0 0
the last two steps being the consequence of Lemma 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. We are given that
p` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <m n D a - `,    11 k l 5
ms1 ns1 ksm lsn
which yields, for m s n s 1,
` `
< <D a - `,  11 k l
ks1 ls1
and therefore the Fourier series of f converges for x, y ) 0 see MoriczÂ
w x .6 , p. 206 and we have
` `
f x , y s a cos kx cos ly .   k l
ks1 ls1
m n m `
s a cos kx cos ly q a cos kx cos ly   k l k l
ks1 ls1 ks1 lsnq1
n ` ` `
q a cos kx cos ly q a cos kx cos ly.   k l k l
ls1 ksmq1 ksmq1 lsnq1
Summation by parts yields
` Ny1
a cos ly s D a D y q a D y y a D y , .  .  . k l 10 k l l k N N k , nq1 n
lsnq1 lsnq1
 .  .  .where D x denotes Dirichlet's kernel. By 1.2 and 1.3 and the estimatek
<  . <D x F Brx, we havek
m ` mB
< <a cos ly F a  k l k , nq1yks1 lsnq1 ks1
m m n
< < < <F Bn a F B a  k , nq1 k l
ks1 ks1 ls1
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 .for pr n q 1 F y F prn. Analogously, we have
n ` n m
< <a cos kx F B a ,   k l k l
ls1 ksmq1 ls1 ks1
 .for pr m q 1 F x F prm. Also, double summation by parts yields
M N
a cos kx cos ly  k l
ksmq1 lsnq1
My1 Ny1
s D a D x D y .  .  11 k l k l
ksm lsn
My1 Ny1
y D a D x D y y D a D x D y .  .  .  . 10 k , nq1 k n 01 mq1, l m l
ksm lsn
Ny1 My1
q D a D x D y q D a D x D y .  .  .  . 01 M l M l 10 k N k N
lsnq1 ksmq1
q a D x D y y a D x D y .  .  .  .M N M N mq1, N m N
y a D x D y q a D x D y . .  .  .  .M , nq1 M n m n m n
 4Since a is null, making M, N tending to infinity, we havem n
` `
a cos kx cos ly  k l
ksmq1 lsnq1
` `
s D a D x D y .  .  11 k l k l
ksm lsn
`
y D a D x D y .  . 10 k , nq1 k n
ksm
`
y D a D x D y q a D x D y . .  .  .  . 01 mq1, l m l m n m n
lsn
Hence, for any integers m and n,
m n ` `
< < < <f x , y F B a q D a D x D y .  .  .   k l 11 k l k l
ks1 ls1 ksm lsn
`
< <q D a D x D y .  . 10 k , nq1 k n
ksm
`
< <q D a D x D y .  . 01 mq1, l m l
lsn
< <q a D x D y .  .m n m n
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m n ` `1
< < < <F B a q O D a   k l 11 k l /xyks1 ls1 ksm lsn
` `1 1
< < < <q O D a q O D a 10 k , nq1 01 mq1, l /  /xy xyksm lsn
1
< <q O a .m n /xy
 .But, by virtue of 1.3 , we have
`
D a s D a ,10 k , nq1 11 k l
lsnq1
`
D a s D a .01 mq1, l 11 k l
ksmq1
Thus
m n ` `1 1
< < < < < <f x , y F B a q O D a q O a . .    k l 11 k l m n /  /xy xyks1 ls1 ksm lsm
Then
pr2 pr2 p a p b pf x , y sin x sin y dx dy .  .  .H H
0 0
` `
prm prn p a p b ps f x , y sin x sin y dx dy .  .  .  H H
 .  .pr mq1 pr nq1ms2 ns2
p` ` m n
prm prn a p b p< <F B a sin x sin y dx dy .  .   H H k l / .  .pr mq1 p nq1ms2 ns2 ks1 ls1
p` ` ` `
prm prn
< <qB p D a .    H H 11 k l / .  .pr mq1 p nq1ms2 ns2 ksm lsm
=
a pyp b pypsin x sin y dx dy .  .
` `
prm prn a pypp< <q B p a sin x .  .  H H m n
 .  .pr mq1 pr nq1ms2 ns2
=
b pypsin y dx dy .
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p` ` m n
y2ya p y2yb p < <F B m n a    k l /
ms2 ns2 ks1 ls1
p` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <q B a , b , p m n D a .     11 k l /
ms2 ns2 ksm lsn
` `
p1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <q B a , b , p m n a .   m n
ms2 ns2
s S q S q S , say.1 2 3
Applying Lemma 1, we have
` `
p1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <S F B a , b , p m n a .  1 m n
ms1 ns1
p` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2F B a , b , p m n D a .     11 k l
ms1 ns1 ksm lsn
p` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <F B a , b , p m n D a - `, .     11 k l /
ms1 ns1 ksm lsn
 .  .the last but one step being the consequence of 1.3 . Moreover, S s O 12
 .by the hypothesis, and S s O 1 as in the estimate for S . Similarly, it can3 1
be shown that
p p p a p b pf x , y sin x sin y dx dy - ` .  .  .H H
0 pr2
and
p p p a p b pf x , y sin x sin y dx dy F `. .  .  .H H
pr2 0
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. Under the given hypothesis we have
` `
y2ya p y2yb p pm n A  m n
ms1 ns1
` `
p py2ya p y2yb p pG m n mr2 nr2 a .  .  m n
ms1 ns1
` `
yp y2ya pqp y2yb pqp pG 4 m n a .  m n
ms1 ns1
 .We suppose first that f g L p, a , b . Then, by Theorem 1, we have
` `
y2ya p y2yb p pm n A - `.  m n
ms1 ns1
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 .Thus, if f g L p, a , b , then
` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 p y2ya p y2yb p pm n a F C m n A - `.   m n m n
ms1 ns1 ms1 ns1
Conversely, suppose that
` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 pm n a - `.  m n
ms1 ns1
 .  . ` ` < <By conditions 1.2 and 1.3 , we get   D a s a .ksm lsn 11 k l m n
Therefore,
p` ` ` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 < <m n D a    11 k l /
ms1 ns1 ksm lsn
` `
1ya . py2 1yb . py2 pF C m n a - `.  m n
ms1 ns1
 .  .Hence, by Theorem 2, f x, y g L p, a , b . This completes the proof of
the Theorem 3.
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